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Abstract: 
Nowadays it is very difficult to confidentially transferring of message or important data on any network 

because hackers and crackers always there in the wake of it. They always want to harm the person and in 

this case the sender or the receiver has to pay the price for it. Polybius checkerboard and steganography 

are the most effective methods to protect our network from attacker. So for this reason this research paper 

is proposed that we can make our work more secure by the techniques of Polybius checkerboard 

(Polybius square table) by applying Fibonacci sequence in it and steganography. 
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1. Introduction: 

 
Steganography is well-known technique use for making the message or important data sending and 

receiving more securely but on the other hand Polybius square, also known as Polybius checkerboard play 

a very important role in security issues like encryption and decryption algorithm. In this paper, Polybius 

square and steganography both techniques are combined together for better security. Currently we have 

different techniques and methods for steganography [1] but combining steganography with Polybius 

checkerboard technique and develop one system the message or data will be much more secure and it will 

not be easy to break or hack the message which was sent or received by the sender or receiver. 

First the message in text form will be encrypted using Polybius checkerboard technique [see section 2.2] 

by using the algorithm of Fibonacci sequence and then encrypted message will be hidden in any image 

file using steganography technique but will be of larger size than the original message so the image file 
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will be compressed using any compression technique like converting the image file into windows rar 

format (compressed) so the file will be approximately of same size of the original image. In this way, the 

image will not attract any attention that if anybody found the rar file, they will not attract towards the file 

that they may contain the secret text and is in the image file and if he found the text in image then it will 

be meaningless to them and the messagewill be more securely and more confidentially sent and received. 

 

2. Steganography and Polybius Square: 

 

2.1 Steganography: 

 
In steganography, the message (can be in the form of text or sound) converted into image, sound or may 

be in the video file i.e. hiding data in data [2]. So that only the sender and the receiver knows about the 

existing of the hidden message. Like if the text is hidden in the image so the text replace with some pixels 

of image file (Figure 1) and the naked eye will not be able to see the difference between the original 

image and the text hidden image [3]. Only with the help of software like Stego, JPHIDE and JPSEEK, 

OutGuess, Steganos, FortKnox, one can find out the hidden data in it. 

 

Figure 1: In these image the text is hidden in the second image but only be seen with software 

 

2.2 Polybius Square: 

 
Polybius square [4] is also known as Polybius checkerboard is use to encrypt the message (text) to make 

it unreadable by the third party. The encrypted text is called cipher-text. The original text can be obtained 

after getting the secret key called decipher becomes the plain-text [5]. 

Plain Text  Encrypted Algorithm  Cipher Text  Algorithm to break the Cipher Text  Decipher 

 1 2 3 4 5 

1 A B C D E 

2 F G H I/J K 

3 L M N O P 

4 Q R S T U 



5 V W X Y Z 

Table 1: the original Polybius Square 

 

 

I and J combined together to make it fit in 5x5 grid. Each alphabet is represented by its coordinates in the 

square like PIANO becomes 35 24 11 33 34 [Table 2] 

P I A N O 

35 24 11 33 34 

Table 2: word PIANO has cipher-text 3524113334 

 

3. Fibonacci Numbers or Fibonacci sequence: 

 
The starting values of Fibonacci series are 0 and 1; each number is the sum of previous two numbers [6] 

i.e. the “2” number can be obtained by adding the two numbers before it “1”+ “1”, similarly 3 obtained by 

adding the two numbers before it 2+1 and 5 is 3+2 and so on.  

0+1= 1 

1+1= 2 

2+1= 3 

3+2= 5 

5+3= 8 

8+5= 13 

13+8= 21 

21+13= 34 

34+21= 55 

55+34= 89  

89+55= 144 and so on…. 

The general formula of Fibonacci sequence is Fn= F n-1+F n-2. 

Fn is term number "n" 

Fn-1 is the previous term (n-1) 

Fn-2 is the term before that (n-2) 

The Fibonacci numbers are 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233, 377, 610, 987, 1597, 2584, 

4181, ….. 

 

3.1 File Compression: 

 
We have different software of compressing the file like ZIP, 7z, RAR etc. As WinRAR [7] is a powerful 

software compression tool that has responsibilities of data compression (reduce size of the file) and error 

recovery, developed by a Russian software engineer, Eugene Roshal. WinRAR is a compression 

algorithm to compress data and can compress files up to 8,589 billion GB in size (approximately 9×1018 

bytes) which is 30 percent better than ZIP files. 

 

4. Combining Technique of Polybius checkerboard and Steganography: 

 
In this paper, Fibonacci sequence is used in Polybius square table to make the text complicated to break 

and to make it more complex (Table 3). 1 1 (Fibonacci numbers) are combined to remove repetition of 

identical numbers. The 6x6 grid is use for Polybius table. The last row and last column i.e. 6th row and 

6th column is used for symbols and the remaining entities are filled with A, B, C, D, E, F, ….Up to Z. 

The Alphabet starts from backwards from Z to A in 5x5 order and the borders given by Fibonacci series 

and also in inverse format like sequence 0,1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,89,144 becomes in row, starting with 



144,89,55,34,21,13, and column becomes8,5,3,2,1/1,0 (1/1, as discussed in section 4)and table will be 

like this: 

 144 89 55 34 21 13 

8 Z Y X W V : 

5 U T S R Q ; 

3 P O N M L & 

2 K I/J H G F $ 

1/1 E D C B A { 

0 , ? ! “ ” } 

Table 3: Figure has Fibonacci sequence and alphabets in inverse order to make it complex 

 

Let’s say the message to be encrypted is “hello, how are you?” From the table 3, the message can be 

encrypted to make it unreadable from the third person, who has no idea about the algorithm involve in it. 

Here is the Process Step by Step: 

 

“ h e l l o , h o W a r e y o u ? ” 

034 255 1144 321 321 389 0144 255 389 834 121 534 1144 889 389 5144 089 021 

Table 4: using the complex table, encrypting of text 

 

The message will be like this after encryption technique 

0342551144321321389014425538983412153411448893895144089021. This text is cipher-text. Place 

extra 00 before and after each alphabet or symbol to differentiate between words, so the cipher-text 

should be like this: 

0003400002550000114400003210000032100003890000014400002550000389000083400001210000534

0000114400008890000389000051440000089000002100. The required cipher-text is obtained and has 

algorithm of Fibonacci sequence to decipher the text. Now add $ where space is required in sentence, 

becomes: “hello,$how$are$you?” 

0003400002550000114400003210000032100003890000014400$002550000389000083400$0012100005

340000114400$008890000389000051440000089000002100 

Finally the encrypted text is obtained and there is no need of any software to decrypt it. Using 

steganography technique (see section 2.1), the cipher-text is hidden into an image file. The text which is 

hidden in the image replaced some pixels of the image file and adjusts in it [7]. The resulted image may 

be of low quality but it can maintain good quality by using neural network and random selection of edged 

areas of pixels [8].Let’s say the original image has file size 1.13 MB and after being process of 

steganography, the size becomes 9 MB. Compression will be done using compression technique 

Windows rar format and then the image size will be 3.18 MB and also will be password protected so in 

this way the data will becompressed and fully secured. 

 

5. Conclusions: 

 
Polybius square is not much secure to send the intelligence secrets but through more complexity in the 

letters in the grid and by making the strong algorithm for it and also by developing a combined system for 

Polybius square and Steganography, we can give more security to the message to make it secure in the 

image file and no one knows that the image has hidden text in it and if he found the text which is already 

in encrypted form in the image file or it may be in the video file, it will be meaningless to the 

unauthorized person. The File compression Software’s like RAR etc are very costly and they are 

consuming too much time to compress data files. Although the evaluation and free version of these 

softwares are available but they are not reliable and fully featured as like registered versions. As future 

work, Polybius square and steganography, it gives the broad knowledge on almost all the principles where 



a scholar have lot of scope for updating or invention of more secure algorithms to fulfill the global needs 

in Information Security. 
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